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The mechanism for the partial oxidation of methane to methanol on single atom rhodium supported on ZSM-5 is investigated by DFT. The most favoured mechanism for methane activation is shown to be via oxidative addition at an undercoordinated rhodium metal centre and not through a typical metal oxo intermediate. The formation of a C–OH bond, and not methane activation, is found to be the rate determining step. CO coordinated to the rhodium centre is observed to strongly promote this bond formation. Water is required in the system to help prevent catalyst poisoning by CO, which greatly hinders the methane activation step, and to protonate an intermediate RhOOH species. These results suggest that more focus is required on methyl–oxygen bond formation and that exclusive consideration of methane activation will not completely explain some methane partial oxidation systems.

1 Introduction

Single-site catalysts are gathering ever-increasing interest within the field of catalysis. Traditional heterogenous catalysts involve a bulk material with a catalytically active surface composed of multiple atoms with several possible binding sites. In stark contrast, single sites only allow one type of catalytic site for binding which in-turn offers unique chemistries compared to traditional catalyst surfaces. Methane functionalisation has been receiving increasing attention and single site catalysts have been utilised for this purpose. Palladium single atoms supported on ZSM-5 were found to be active for the partial oxidation of methane to methanol. Additionally, two recent papers reported that rhodium single atoms supported on ZSM-5, Rh@ZSM-5, had notable activity for continuous acetic acid production from methane and CO. Specific to this work, some selectivity was observed towards the arguably more ideal product, methanol.

The formally best systems for the partial oxidation of methane to methanol, those with the highest conversions and selectivities, typically use Cu7–10 or Fe11–13 mono-, di-, or tri-metal atom species supported on ZSM-5 or another viable zeolite. These processes require pre-reaction oxidation of the catalyst, where an oxidant (NO3, H2O2, O2) is used to oxidise the metal centre to form a catalytically active metal oxo species.

Subsequently, methane is activated with the formed metal oxo species and the catalyst is washed with water to liberate the methanol product. For more methanol to be synthesised, the stepwise process must be repeated. It should be noted that efforts have been made towards using this class of system in a non-stepwise process. However, the low yield of product obtained and the cost of oxidants other than oxygen impedes the likelihood of industrial viability.

Whilst there has been considerable theoretical research reported for the stepwise Cu/Fe zeolite systems, there has been little theoretical research for the rhodium based single site catalyst system. It remains unknown whether the mechanism mirrors those found for Cu/Fe systems or if a new pathway is more favourable. In contrast to the work done on the Cu/Fe ZSM-5 catalysts, which were carried out in the gas phase and using O2 as an oxidant, the Rh@ZSM-5 system is required to be carried out in aqueous solution. In addition, in the research of Flytzani-Stephanopoulos and colleagues, they noticed a peculiar requirement for CO to be present for the conversion of methane to methanol over the Rh@ZSM-5 catalyst despite not having an active role within the catalytic cycle: if no CO is present in the system, no oxygenates are formed. A fundamental understanding of the mechanistic pathway and the role of CO in influencing activity and selectivity towards methanol, as well as the role of water, is required to better understand and develop this system further.

For traditional heterogeneous catalysts, adsorption of different surface species such as CO can affect the energetics of a reaction, having a profound effect on the kinetics and thermodynamics of the system, regardless of whether this
surface species is required for that elementary step. Significant concentrations of a surface species must be present in order for there to be a notable effect. However, for a single site in a heterogeneous catalyst, the coverage effect could be more accurately described as a ligand effect. This is distinct from a traditional heterogeneous catalyst, as instead of having several possible sites across a uniform surface where the surface species can adsorb, only one site is present for each individual single atom. In addition, the increased ratio of bound atoms to metal atoms on a single site will have an increased effect compared to the same number of bound atoms at a traditional catalyst site. Their effect must be considered for a representative model of the true system to be made. Current models of single site catalysts do not consider these effects, modelling the reaction as occurring on a clean surface. Whilst the effects of water within the sphere of influence of a metal centre have been investigated for methane activation in zeolites, coordination of metal centres with spectator molecules, such as CO and H₂O, has not yet been thoroughly studied. The effect of interacting molecules found in the reaction medium must be considered for a true mechanistic pathway to be developed.

Herein, with Rh@ZSM-5 used as a model system, various pathways to convert methane to methanol have been calculated and a mechanism for the partial oxidation of methane to methanol is proposed for this catalyst. To address the mysteries of the requirement for CO and H₂O to be present in the catalytic system, the effect that CO and H₂O have on the energetics of the catalytic cycle is also investigated.

2 Computational method

Spin-polarized density functional theory calculations were performed with the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) functional within the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) in the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP). The projector-augmented wave (PAW) method was used to represent the core–valence electron interaction. The D3 correction method with Becke–Jonson damping was employed to include the van der Waals interactions to model the porous nature of zeolites. Structures were optimised until the forces on all atoms were below 0.05 eV Å⁻¹. Transition states were searched with the constrained minimization technique. Structures were verified with frequency calculations, where no imaginary frequencies are associated with an initial or final state and one imaginary frequency is associated with the transition state.

For the DFT calculations, the cut-off energy of the plane wave basis set was 450 eV. Because of the large unit cell, the Brillouin zone was sampled with a 1 × 1 × 1 Monkhorst–Pack k-point grid, which is similar to work in the literature. Zero-point energy and entropic contributions for surface species were calculated from frequency calculations within VASP. Entropic energy contributions of gas phase molecules and H₂O₂ decomposition were calculated with Gaussian 09 with Becke, 3-parameter, Lee–Yang–Parr (B3LYP) hybrid functional with the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set. All free energies were calculated at standard pressure and 423 K. The free energy of gas molecules in the zeolite were assumed to have their entropic contributions limited by a factor of a half due to the restricted free movement of gas molecules in zeolites.

The structure for ZSM-5 was obtained from the IZA structure commission database. The T7 site of the main zeolite channel was selected as the substitution site of aluminium. The Rh⁺ atom catalyst species is bound across the aluminium at this site. The T7 site was selected due to its prevalence and its notably strong oxygen adsorption for other metal species.

3 Results and discussion

To calculate pathway energies, the influences of the most commonly available binding molecules, CO and water, on the rhodium metal centre were determined by calculation of their adsorption energies (ESI1†).

These calculations show CO as strongly binding to the metal centre with an average free energy of adsorption of −1.86 eV per CO molecule. The rhodium centre becomes saturated once two molecules bind in a square planar fashion, causing any further adsorption of molecules to become endergonic. Water also binds favourably, yet much weaker, to the supported rhodium atom with an average free energy of adsorption of −0.20 eV. For both CO and H₂O, the binding energy of the second molecule is weaker than the first molecule by 0.10 eV and 0.18 eV, respectively. Interestingly, CO and H₂O enhance the binding energies of their partner molecule when one of each molecule is bound to the metal centre in a mutualistic relationship: CO binding energy is enhanced by −0.17 eV in the presence of one molecule of water, whilst the binding energy strengthens by a more pronounced amount of −0.49 eV for H₂O in the presence of one molecule of CO. Despite this enhancement, adsorption with two CO molecules remains favoured. These energies show that Rh@ZSM-5 coordinated with two CO molecules, as displayed in Fig. 1, is the most thermodynamically favoured rhodium species, suggesting that it is the dominant catalytic species in situ. This mirrors experimental findings, where Rh⁺(CO)₂ was found to be the prevalent form of the catalyst. This catalyst species was then used to investigate possible pathways.

As a mechanism for Rh@ZSM-5 has not yet been fully investigated, a variety of reasonable mechanisms were initially investigated. As methane activation must inevitably occur, three plausible pathways for this step were considered. As a starting point, the metal oxo mechanism (Fig. 2d) that is observed for Fe/Cu zeolites was trialled. This involves the addition of methane across a Rh=O species to form a Rh(CH₄)(OH) species. The next two pathways take inspiration from pathways for palladium hydride oxidation. This oxidation step is important for the regeneration of the active palladium catalytic species in alcohol oxidation reactions. In the first pathway, methane undergoes oxidative addition across the rhodium metal centre to form a rhodium–methyl-hydride as shown in Fig. 2a–c. The hydride is subsequently oxidised via a hydrogen atom abstraction (HAA)
with oxygen, forming a peroxo species that can readily be protonated with water to form a hydroxyl group. As CO is proven to poison Rh@ZSM-5, this pathway was considered with the rhodium centre coordinated to none, one, and two CO molecules. The final pathway is the hydrogen ‘X’ reductive elimination (HXRE) mechanism, where for this system ‘X’ is CH₃; oxygen adsorbs to the supported rhodium as molecular oxygen and methane is activated through an oxygen promoted pathway, as shown in Fig. 2e.

As clearly shown in Fig. 2 for the species a–c, the oxidative addition pathway for the activation of methane occurs very readily and reversibly across supported Rh⁺ atoms that are not saturately coordinated. A very low barrier of 0.07 eV, with respect to methane in the gas phase, is observed for Rh(CO). Additionally, this process is favoured and exergonic for this species. However, if the metal centre is saturated with CO and there is no available site for activation, methane activation becomes extremely disfavoured with a very large barrier of 2.44 eV – a barrier that is very unlikely to be overcome at standard operating conditions. The implication is that for the reaction to take place through an oxidative addition mechanism, a CO molecule would have to first desorb from the rhodium centre. The effective C–H activation barrier of methane, whilst considering the desorption of a CO molecule, will still be 0.56 eV lower than that of a saturated rhodium

Fig. 1 Structure of the most stable Rh@ZSM-5 single atom species when CO is readily available in the environment. Rhodium is bound at the T7 site where an aluminium is substituted into the zeolite structure. The 3D structure inside the main zeolite channel is shown above whilst the skeletal structure, drawn to clarify what consecutive skeletal structures represent, is displayed below.

Fig. 2 Free energy profiles for each of the possible mechanisms for C–H activation with the respective intermediate species drawn above: (a) methane oxidative addition across Rh; (b) methane oxidative addition across Rh(CO); (c) methane oxidative addition across Rh(CO)₂; (d) o-promoted methane activation with Rh(O); and (e) o-promoted methane activation with Rh(O₂). All pathways are calculated with respect to methane in the gas phase.
centre with two CO molecules, under atmospheric pressure of CO. Under the conditions of the trace amounts of CO required for this system, the effective barrier of the Rh(CO) pathway would be even lower.

Upon consideration of the oxygen promoted pathways with a metal oxo species and molecular oxygen, reasonably large barriers are observed. The more reactive metal oxo species activates methane more readily than the adsorbed molecular oxygen rhodium species, with a free energy barrier of 1.24 eV compared to a barrier of 2.19 eV, respectively. Our calculations suggest that the oxygen promoted methane activation for both metal–oxygen species is less favoured compared to that of an oxidative addition mechanism. This result is akin to the findings for the respective oxygen covered metal surface systems, where it was found that methane activates preferentially through a surface stabilised mechanism on Rh(111) and an oxygen promoted mechanism on Cu(111). Despite this, the barrier observed for a metal oxo species remains moderately reasonable, therefore we must consider the facility of the formation of a rhodium metal oxo species. For the Cu–zeolite system, oxidation of the copper centre is understood as being the rate determining step, and therefore, we computed the thermodynamic favourability of forming a Rh–O species with respect to Cu–O formation. The formation of the rhodium metal oxo species was found to be 1.65 eV more endergonic than copper metal oxo formation, suggesting that this active species is unlikely to form.

With a rhodium metal oxo species being very thermodynamically disfavoured, the most energetically favourable mechanism of methane activation is calculated to be through the desorption of CO from the most stable Rh(CO)₂@ZSM-5 species with subsequent oxidative addition of methane. Having recognised the most favourable pathway of methane activation being through an oxidative addition mechanism, a complete pathway is proposed. The pathway is considered for both a saturated (Rh(CO)₂@ZSM-5) and an unsaturated (Rh(CO)@ZSM-5) rhodium complex. The first step is the activation of methane via oxidative addition. Subsequently, the formed rhodium hydride is oxidised with molecular oxygen to form rhodium peroxide. This species then degrades through protonation with water to form a rhodium hydroxide that is able to couple with the methyl group. The final step is the formation of methanol via methyl–hydroxyl coupling. Additionally, methanol desorption is considered for a closed catalytic cycle, as shown in Fig. 3.

With methane activation already considered, generation of a hydroxyl group to form methanol at the rhodium centre is required. Activation of methane through the metal oxo pathway would form a Rh(CH₃)₃(OH) species immediately. The HXRE pathway would also form a Rh(CH₃)₃(OOH) species after methane activation, which can readily form into a Rh(CH₃)₃(OH) species. However, as aforementioned, formation of a metal oxo species is disfavoured and activation of methane through an HXRE pathway is too kinetically hindered. A pathway that transforms the product of oxidative addition, Rh(CH₃)₃(H), into Rh(CH₃)₃(OH) is required. A mechanism for the oxidation of the metal hydride is needed for a complete catalytic cycle.

The energy pathways for both an unsaturated and saturated rhodium centre are distinguishably different from each other. The unsaturated rhodium species (Rh(CO)) has a profile with energies that are reasonable for a low TON system, whilst the energies involved for a saturated rhodium centre (Rh(CO)₂) would be indicative of an extremely unreactive system where no product would form under standard operating conditions.

On the unsaturated rhodium species (Rh(CO)), the C–H activation (Fig. 3, step 1) is readily accessible and favoured with a barrier of 0.07 eV, whilst for Rh(CO)₂ the C–H activation process would be extremely disfavoured and rate determining, with a very large barrier of 2.44 eV. There is an inherent requirement for there to be an active site available on the rhodium atom for C–H activation, where the metal centre is not saturately coordinated. Similar scenarios can be observed for activation of C–H bonds on metal surfaces with under-coordinated metal atoms, such as FCC (211) B5 sites being more active with lower methane activation barriers compared to more coordinated FCC (111) top sites.

On the saturated rhodium species (Rh(CO)₂), the metal hydride oxidation step (Fig. 3, step 2) is a highly studied process with great importance throughout the field of catalysis. Whilst it is mainly studied in palladium hydrides, some research has been directed towards rhodium hydrides. Our calculated energy barriers for this step can readily be overcome under the typical reaction conditions of 110 °C to 170 °C; a barrier of 0.65 eV is observed. For Rh(CO), a higher, yet still reasonable, barrier of 1.22 eV is calculated. Unlike C–H activation, this process is not easily reversible and is a strongly endergonic step.

The subsequent reaction, the degradation of the formed peroxide by protonation with water (Fig. 3, step 2), would readily occur in the zeolite framework. Although other mechanisms, such as one electron pathways without water, may be more favoured, the relative height of the energy barrier compared to other steps means that the kinetics of this step would not affect the overall rate of the reaction significantly.

The methyl functionalisation step, where the methyl group couples with a hydroxyl group (Fig. 3, step 4), is likely the rate determining step of the reaction for the active Rh(CO) species. The largest barrier along the energy pathway is observed at this step with a calculated value of 1.35 eV. Notably, an energy well is observed at this step; a relatively stable intermediate is formed. The calculated pathway suggests that a significant ratio of this intermediate will be formed in situ. It is possible that if only methane and oxygen were present, and CO is not present to minimise this barrier, this species will form but no methanol will be produced; the reaction will halt at this step. This coupling step readily occurs for Cu/Fe centres supported in zeolites and methanol can be readily liberated from its adsorption site at room temperature upon washing. However, for the described rhodium species, the energetics of the pathway suggest that this process cannot readily occur at low temperatures.

As both the methane C–H activation and methyl–hydroxyl coupling steps are rate determining elementary steps, dependent on the coordination of the rhodium centre, a further
investigation of these two steps was performed. Additionally, as water is typically used as a solvent, the effects of coordination with H₂O were also considered.

In Fig. 4, the energy profile is compared for Rh@ZSM-5 whilst coordinated to none, one, or two molecules of CO or H₂O. Using this scenario as an example provides a better understanding of the dynamics of key elementary processes. Consideration is first given to the methane activation step. From the previous discussion of CO coordinated to the rhodium single atom, it is expected that methane activation will readily occur if an active site is vacant on the metal centre; methane would be readily activated for all undercoordinated systems. A bare Rh@ZSM-5 site had a calculated barrier of 0.32 eV, whilst the barriers for rhodium coordinated to one molecule are similar, regardless of whether the molecule is CO or H₂O, with barriers found to be 0.07 eV and 0.08 eV, respectively. If the rhodium becomes saturated with CO, C–H activation cannot readily occur and a very large barrier of 2.44 eV is observed.

A peculiarity occurs when the rhodium atom becomes saturated with H₂O; a relatively low barrier of 0.55 eV is observed instead of an expected much higher barrier. However, it is unclear whether both H₂O molecules remain coordinated throughout the entirety of the step, which is analysed below. For the initial Rh(H₂O)₂@ZSM-5 complex, a bond length

Fig. 3 Free energy pathways for methane partial oxidation to methanol over Rh(CO)₂@ZSM-5 (top) and Rh(CO)@ZSM-5 (bottom), respectively. The individual elementary steps are: 1. methane C–H activation; 2. hydrogen atom abstraction (HAA); 3. peroxide protonation with water; and 4. methyl-hydroxyl coupling. Description of methanol into the gas phase is also considered as the final step. Transition state species are designated with a double dagger.
of 2.09 Å is obtained for both H₂O–Rh coordinations. For the final state, bond lengths of 2.08 Å and 2.37 Å are calculated for the planar and axial water molecules coordinated to the rhodium, respectively. However, at the transition state, a large extension of the axial water is observed, with a coordination distance of 3.39 Å being calculated whilst the planar water maintains a bond length of 2.09 Å. At a distance of 3.39 Å, this water molecule is only very weakly coordinated to the rhodium atom. For comparison, for Rh(CO)₂@ZSM-5, the axial CO bond extends by a meagre 0.15 Å through the transition state. It is more energetically feasible to dissociate a water molecule and then activate methane.

In order to address this, the axial water is fixed in place at its final state distance of 2.37 Å for the transition state search and

---

**Fig. 4** Free energy profiles for methane activation (top) and methyl hydroxyl coupling (bottom) on Rh@ZSM-5 whilst coordinated to varying numbers of CO and H₂O molecules with the respective intermediate species drawn above: (a) Rh@ZSM-5; (b) Rh(CO)@ZSM-5; (c) Rh(CO)₂@ZSM-5; (d) Rh(H₂O)@ZSM-5; and (e) Rh(H₂O)₂@ZSM-5. The initial state for methane activation is with respect to methane in the gas phase. Initial states are considered from the respective Rh(CH₃)(OH) species for the methyl hydroxyl coupling step. All energies are reported in eV.
not allowed to dissociate. An energy barrier of 1.40 eV is observed instead of the lessened barrier of 0.55 eV. This barrier is much higher and is an expected barrier for a coordinately saturated rhodium centre. Whilst this is not a true transition state, as the structure is not completely relaxed, it would indicate what the energy barrier would be if the axial water remained coordinated to the metal centre instead of dissociating. Whilst CO poisons the C–H activation step by blocking active sites, this effect is not observed for H₂O due to its weak coordination. It is important to emphasise this point for future catalyst design: a good ligand for this system would have a certain degree of lability to allow an active site for the C–H activation step.

For methane activation, an available active site is the most important factor affecting the efficacy of this step. For the
actual formation of methanol through a methyl-hydroxyl coupling step, the effect of spectator ligands is much more pronounced. From the calculated energy barriers, this step is expected to be the rate determining step for most of the coordinated species with the exception of Rh(CO)$_2$@ZSM-5 where methane activation is the rate determining step. For the free Rh@ZSM-5 species, a barrier of 1.58 eV is observed. However, if a molecule is coordinated to the centre, the energetics of the step change drastically. If the rhodium centre is coordinated to water, a large elevation in the kinetic barrier is observed, going from 1.58 eV to 1.80 eV which is much too large to be overcome at the regular reaction conditions of approximately 423 K. The barrier increases even further if the complex is saturated coordinated with water, with a huge barrier of 2.65 eV being calculated. Water extremely inhibits this part of the reaction, with the electron donation enrichening the Rh-methyl species making it more stable and less inclined to couple. For CO, however, the trend is somewhat reversed. If rhodium is coordinated to a single CO molecule, the barrier is decreased from 1.58 eV to 1.36 eV. If the centre becomes saturated with CO, only a small decrease in the barrier to 1.56 eV is observed compared to the clean supported rhodium atom. This is due to the coordination of the Rh centre also affecting the energetics of this step. The coupling step with only one CO ligand goes from the less stable 16 electron pentavalent structure to the more stable tetravalent 16 electron square planar species. Whilst for the two ligand species, the coordination is going from an already stable hexavalent octahedral 18 electron complex to a similarly stable pentavalent distorted trigonal bi-pyramid 18 electron structure.

With these steps in mind, a total catalytic cycle can be proposed (Fig. 5). Methane will first be activated at the metal centre if there is an active site. If the rhodium atom is saturated, the reaction will not progress. The formed rhodium-hydride will then undergo oxygen insertion to form a rhodium-peroxide species which can degrade to rhodium-hydroxide. Avoiding the oxygen insertion step by taking a HXRE pathway or a traditional metal o xo pathway is unlikely due to the very high barrier for oxygen promoted methane activation and difficulty to form a Rh═O reactive species. Finally, the rate determining step, the formation of methanol through a methyl-hydroxyl coupling step, requires coordination with a CO ligand. This barrier is minimised by CO and maximised with the presence of water or another electron donating compound. This step is probably the underlying reason why CO is required for this system.

As a final note, we would like to bring emphasis to the similarity of this system to homogeneous systems for C–H activation. C–H activation is of great interest not just for industrial chemistry but also in synthetic organic chemistry where single atom chemistry, in the form of metal complexes, is also used. Our work attempts to bring emphasis to aspects of C–H activation homogeneous catalyst modelling to heterogeneous systems. The low yields obtained in the homogeneous systems requires a high molar ratio of catalyst to be used, resulting in the formation of in situ metal nanoparticles. Unfortunately, metal nano-particles are adept catalysts for methane total combustion. This is one of the issues with using homogeneous catalysts for methane to methanol partial oxidation. With a single atom supported system, where the single atom is immobilised and thus it cannot conglomerate with other metal atoms, these challenges may be overcome. Additionally, current methods of modelling heterogeneous catalysts may have to be adapted to better describe supported single atom systems. Our calculations considered the rhodium centre with a variety of coordination numbers with different coordinating molecules to mimic the active species under different experimental conditions. For instance, the Rh centre with two CO adsorbed responds the experimental condition with high CO pressures and the Rh centre with one CO adsorbed models the experimental condition with low CO pressures or trace amount of CO in the system. Ideally, full kinetic simulations are needed to quantitatively solve these problems in the future. It would be exciting to see the same kind of development that homogeneous C–H activation catalysis has had for supported catalysts as well, specifically with ligand design.

4 Conclusions

The catalytic cycle for partial methane oxidation to methanol has been investigated and an energy profile calculated. Methane activation is readily accessible and can reverse, whilst formation of a carbon oxygen bond is more difficult. The requirement for CO has been found to be for the methanol formation step. Yet, it is possible that conventional ligands can replace CO. This could remove the issue where CO poisons the catalyst by saturating the metal centre. Additionally, as the HAA pathway is favoured, water is required specifically to accelerate the degradation of the formed metal peroxide species, and possibly to help displace CO from the metal centre.

A greater focus on the formal oxidation, where methane is oxygenated, is required to accurately describe these systems. Just as for total combustion, where dehydrogenation and oxidation steps must both be considered, selective oxidation requires the same treatment.
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